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 Thule EasyFold 
931  
The most convenient fully foldable bike carrier for all types 
of bikes. Easy to mount. Easy to handle. Easy to store.

1.  UPDATE - New improved, detachable bike arms with 
Thule AcuTight knobs that “click” when optimal torque is 
reached (for 22-80mm round and oval frames)

2. Fully foldable in only 2 steps for convenient mounting, 
handling and storage

3. High load capacity (2 x 30 kg) and large distance 
between bikes (22 cm) enabling transport of E-bikes/
Pedelecs and big MTBs

4. The carrier's covered wings and house protect an 
E-bike's/Pedelec's sensitive engine from road dirt during 
transport

5. Smart foot pedal tilt gives access to boot even with bikes 
mounted

6. Integrated carrying handles for ergonomic transport of 
the carrier

7. Adjustable one hand coupling with low closing force for 
easy mounting of carrier

8. Pump buckles with long wheel straps for easy fastening 
of wheels

9. Carrier lockable on tow bar and all bike positions 
lockable to carrier (locks included)

10. City Crash tested, TÜV-GS approved and EEC-type 
approved  

THULE EASYFOLD

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER
931014 7313020067124 931

MAX NUMBER OF BIKES MAX WEIGHT PER BIKE
2 30 kg

MAX LOAD PRODUCT WEIGHT
60 kg 17,1 kg

FITS FRAME DIMENSIONS FITS WHEEL SIZES UP TO
22-80 mm All

DISTANCE BETWEEN BIKES ELECTRIC CONNECTOR TYPE
22 cm 13 pin

MEASURES (L X W X H) FOLDED UNFOLDED
61 x 31 x 68 cm 61 x 123 x 65 cm

CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
64 x 34 x 69 cm 19,8 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
133 x 80 x 219 cm 250,8 kg

PCS PER PALLET
12

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES / OPTIONS
•Thule Loading Ramp 9152
Makes loading and unloading of bikes easy.

•Thule Carrying bag 9311
Protecting the car and user from dirt when transporting or storing the 
bike carrier.

•Thule Bike Frame Adapter 982
For use with sensitive frames (e.g. carbon frames) or odd frame 
shapes.

•Thule Road Bike Adapter 9772
Soft rubber protection for super thin or carbon wheels.

•Thule “One-Key-System”
Very practical if several lockable Thule products are used (e.g. box, 
roof rack, ski carrier etc.). All locking-barrels will be replaced so only 
one key will fi t all products. (544 = 4 cylinders + 2 keys, 596 = 6 cylin-
ders + 2 keys, 588 = 8 cylinders + 3 keys, 452 = 12 cylinders + 4 keys).


